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VIOMA and GT Software in a technology agreement
VIOMA, the Swedish content management software company, and the US company GT
Software, Atlanta, GA, have made a technology agreement. GT Software, a leading
provider of data integration and Web-enabling solutions, offers both e-business and
back office applications.

The combined effect, for the worldwide market, in business and market potential is
worth approximately $ 15 million.

The technology agreement states that VIOMA will provide GT Software with content
management technology based on VIOMA’s flagship VIOMA Content Manager.

- “The combination of VIOMA’s Content Manager and GT Software’s products,
tcAccess and Novation, is a strong offer to the market where customers can
combine data integration application and content management for information
structure solutions. This is a great example of integration of standard products
for new business solutions.” says Tomas Hallberg, President VIOMA.

-  Joe Ganem, President of GT Software says, “The combination of GT Software’s
legacy integration technology combined with VIOMA’s content management
solutions provides the most comprehensive and scalable e-business solutions
available for enterprise wide deployment. We now have the products to provide
evolutionary paths between a company’s back-office and front-office needs. The
beauty of this is that it also provides for the most pressing needs of B2B and B2C
issues while facilitating new business models and technologies”.

For more information please contact:

Joe Ganem, CEO GT Software Inc. tel: 1-404-253-1300, e-post: : joegt@GTSoftware.com
William Thompson, COO GT Software Inc. tel: 1-404-253-1300, e-post: :
Butcht@GTSoftware.com
Tomas Hallberg, CEO VIOMA AB, tel: 08-677 00 70, tel: +46 – 70 - 426 90 17, e-post:
th@vioma.se
Ingemar Persson , Marketing Director VIOMA AB tel 08-6770070, tel: +46 – 70 - 567 43 76,
ip@vioma.com



About GT Software, Inc.

Founded in 1982 and headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, GT Software is a leading provider of
data integration and Web enablement software solutions.  With over 1,900 installations
worldwide through direct sales, distributors and partners, GT Software has a global reputation
for providing high quality, innovative and cost-effective solutions. GT Software is an IBM
Business Partner that provides certainty in an uncertain e-business world for many Fortune
100 companies.

About VIOMA AB

VIOMA is a Content Management company focused on quality Content Management
products where ease-of –use and ease-to-scale solutions help customers to manage the
customer's information structure.  It gives companies and organizations the possibility to
collect, structure and control the content, no matter the format of information or channel of
distribution. The VIOMA Content Manager has full support of personalization of information.
The product is entirely built on industrial open standards as XML and Java-technology.  The
product has proven to be well fitted for future demands of volume, distribution, security and
multi channel communication. The product has separated design, business logic, and
distribution media. VIOMA Content Manager gives the customer a complete control of
managing the content.

VIOMA is represented with offices in Malmö and Stockholm, Sweden and Copenhagen,
Denmark.


